Age Group
Weekly Lesson Plans
Recreation

Welcome to the world of being a volunteer coach!
This guide’s purpose is to offer you 6 different lesson plans that you can utilize during this season.
Each lesson plan has a specific theme for you to keep in mind when working with your players.
There is also a “soccer” and “character” theme.
The “soccer” theme is for your weekly match. The idea is that is the focus instead of the outcome
of the match. The opposing coach for will recognize someone from the other team to give them the
“soccer” theme award. The awards will vary and may just be recognition.
A “character” theme is also included in each lesson plan. There is a “character” activity that is
included in each lesson plan for coaches to discuss with their players. It is important that you try if
you can to teach more than the game. Youth sports is truly about teaching life lessons by using a
sports strategy. For the younger age groups it will be easier to lead a discussion. For those who
teach older age groups (U12-14) you will want to engage the group in how they can apply the theme
or will apply the theme in their daily lives.
Here are a few things to keep in mind for the age groups:
U5/6! Me! It is all about me in this age group. They need to have activities that include them
individually as much as possible. Team activities should be of little concern although they do play on
a “team” the idea of team work hasn’t developed yet. Have one ball-one player activities as much as
possible during your practice.
U7/8! Me and my teammate! At this age it is important to teach them how to work with a teammate.
Two players to one ball should be used as much as possible during the practice. Spatial awareness
still hasn’t developed yet, so again be patient with them.
U9/10!Me and my teammates! In this age group players start to understand what a team is. The
initial stage of “team work” is just dawning in their minds. They do like small group activities and
competition. Activities in three’s and four’s will provide appropriate development from a team
perspective in addition to learning new soccer skills.
U11/12 My Team! In this age group, players understand the meaning of team work. They will also
understand spatial awareness and the application of rules. Group tactics and applied technique
should be more specific. Activities in five and six players will provide fun and engaging practice
settings.
U13/14 Learning To Compete! With this age group players like competing. Competitions, however,
do not have to be against an opposition. Competition can be an internal factor where they are striving
for a personal best. Friends are extremely important at this age and acknowledgment and affirmation
from teammates and coaches are vital. Mood swings are possible, however, you should not take it
personally as a coach. Still need to have fun in this age group as statistics are showing that
approximately 70% of players drop out of sports after the age of 13. The main reason is that the
game is no longer fun. Keep the activities to a minimum and include reality-based small sided games.
Keep it fun!

Sideline Ethics
Define appropriate sideline behavior. This would be for players, spectators and the staff. Don’t allow yourself or
spectators to verbally abuse the players or the officials. REMEMBER: A COACH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS/
HER SIDELINE!
Some things to discuss early in the seasonal year are:
•

Encourage parents to cheer for all players, not just the "good ones.” Know the difference between
cheering and "oh my goodness, what are you doing out there?”

•

Discourage coaching by spectators from the sidelines, as this will confuse players.

•

Referees, especially young ones, are doing a difficult job. Let them do it.

•

Criticism of officials usually results in the children learning the wrong lesson from the adults
surrounding the field.

•

Be a positive role model and set the standard of good sportsmanship.

•

Do not negatively question or argue with officials.

•

Do not engage in unsportsmanlike communication with opponents or their spectators.

•

Maintain integrity. Your demeanor on and off the field will say a lot about you for a long time.

•

Know and keep the rules and regulations of the local, state and national organizations.

•

Always work within the spirit of the Laws of the Game. Do not "bend the rules" to your advantage.

•

Regardless of the outcome of matches, wins and losses and trophy presentations, your actions as
coach
will always be how people remember you.
TRAINING SESSIONS

•

Action as soon as possible. Have the team working at the outset without an involved and complicated
explanation.

•

Remember you are coaching players, not skills.

•

Involve as many of the players as possible and try to ensure that each one has a specific job.

•

Demonstration position – select a suitable demonstration position. This is important and certain basics
should be followed:

o Coach must see every player...do not begin to speak until all are in front and standing still...the players near
you should crouch down.
o Immobilize all soccer balls...have all balls out of the players’ reach as you speak...if coaching in the activity,
get the balls yourself.

o Do not speak into a strong wind.
o Players should not be asked to look into the sun at the coach...it is better that the sun is in the eyes of the
coach.
Assistant Coaches
If you are fortunate enough to have other adults volunteer to assist you with the team then look for assistance
with team management/administration and coaching. The assistant coach(es) does not necessarily need to
have experience as a player or coach to be helpful to you. Let the parents, your volunteer base; know this and
they’ll then be more likely to assist you. An assistant coach could simply help with supervision, practice and
game organization, first aid, etc. Some adults will be more comfortable starting with these responsibilities and
then ease themselves into helping you to actually coach the players. Whatever tasks you assign to your
assistant be sure you communicate clearly and often. It is important that the coaches working with the players
are on the same page. An assistant coach can be a real benefit to you, but only if you invest the effort to build
a good working partnership.
How To Run A Practice Session
Avoid the three L’s: Laps, Lines and Lectures! There’s no more surefire way of boring the kids than the
three Ls. Running laps is a waste of precious time when the kids could be combining fitness with skills. And as
we’ve said before, every child should have a ball, then there’s no need to wait in line for their turn. Use
activities that have all of the children involved. And keep your comments and instructions brief. A lecture is the
last thing a child wants when soccer time is supposed to be a fun time. A well organized practice will leave no
idle time for their minds to wander.
A training session should focus on one theme!
1.

Warm-up: without the ball at first to challenge their physical fitness growth; i.e., at this age the fitness
focus is on balance, agility, rhythmic movement and eye/hand & eye/foot coordination. Psychologically
this needs to be FUN physical challenges – NOT – a calisthenics approach.

2.

With the ball – simple challenges first and as their technique improves over time then increase the
challenge of doing things with the ball. Activities done with the ball could be done with either the feet or
hands.

3.

Fun game-like activity that is done with the ball. Run four or five different activities now. The length of
each activity depends on how much fun the kids are having and their attention span.

4.

Finish with a small sided (4v4-6v6) match. If you have more children in attendance then set up a
second match.

Throughout the season the coach allows the players to experiment and discover the ball skill being taught on
their own. The coach should do some demonstration of the skill a few times during the session. Also during the
session call out some of the key coaching points on how to execute the ball skill.
Praise loudly and positively when a player does the skill correctly — Positive Reinforcement! Encourage them
to try to do new things with the ball throughout the soccer season.

Sample Recreation Curriculum
5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

13/14

Soccer
Theme

Character
Theme
(5-12)

Week 1

Agility
Balance

Dribbling
w/ head
up

Dribbling
w/ head
up

Dribbling
w/ head
up

Dribbling to
keep
possession

Best
Dribbler

Respect

Week 2

Dribbling w/
head up

Dribbling
to beat an
opponent

Dribbling
to beat
an
opponent

Dribbling
to beat an
opponent

Passing
for a
purpose

Most
Creative
Dribbler
5-12

Integrity

Week 3

Striking the
ball

Passing
with a
teammate

We have
the ball

We have
the ball

We have
the ball

Best
Passer

Sportsmanship

Week 4

Uh-oh, the
other team
has the ball!

They
have the
ball

They
have the
ball

They have
the ball

They
have the
ball

Best
Defender

110%

Week 5

Push Pass

Finishing

Finishing

Finishing

Finishing

Best Shot/
Goal

Teamwork

Week 6

Playing with a
teammate

Playing in
small
groups

Playing
in small
groups

Playing in
small
groups

Playing in
small
groups

Coaches
Choice

AntiBullying

U5/6 Lessons
Week 1 April 8th

Theme: ABC (Agility,
Balance, Coordination)

Warm Up: Retrieval

Character Theme: Respect

Soccer Theme: Best Dribbler

1st Activity: Saucers and Lids

2nd Activity: Body Parts

Coach tosses ball and players

Cones are spread out. Players flip

retrieve them and bring it back in

them over (lids), coach turns them

Players stop ball with body part
when called by the coach.

different ways.

other way
to make saucers. Try to beat the
coach!

Character Activity:
“Respect” (Thank you tag)
Players dribble and get tagged by coach.
When someone unfreezes them they say
“thank you” and then continue playing.

4th Activity: Boss of Balls
The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
When ball goes out the coach
plays in a new ball.

Final Activity-Play Small Sided
Game
One ball-no goalkeepers.

U5/6 Lessons
Week 2 April 15th
Theme: Dribbling with the
head up

Character Theme: Honesty

Soccer Theme: Creative
Dribbler

Warm up: Red Light-Green
Light

1st Activity: Red Light-Green
Light

Without ball. Players run on green and
stop on red. Progress to holding up a
green or red dish cloth, cone, etc.

With ball. Players run on green and

All players have a ball and dribbles to
tag the coach.

Character Activity: Honesty

4th Activity: Red Light Green
Light

Final Activity-Play Small Sided
Game

Play directionally. Add “Potholes”

One ball-no goalkeepers.

Everyone’s It: Players dribble and
keep track
of the players they tag. Be honest with
answers.

2nd Activity: Everyone’s It

stop on red. Progress to holding up a
green or red dish cloth, cone, etc.

for players to avoid.

U5/6 Lessons
Week 3 April 22nd
Theme: Striking The Ball

Character Theme:
Sportsmanship

Soccer Theme: Best Pass

Warm-up: Ouch!

1st Activity: Bullseye

2nd Activity: Moving Goals

Players dribble ball and try to strike ball to
hit the coach. When coach gets hit they cry

Players dribble ball and try to hit a
cone. Option, use old cans (kick the
can).

Coach and Asst. walk around with pool

4th Activity: Goals Galore

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Coach always has more than one ball
in play.

“Super Soccer: goals are worth a

“ouch”

Character Activity:
Sportsmanship
Boss of Balls: Small sided game but
before they play, they shake hands.
Discuss sportsmanship and meaning.

noodle. Players shoot ball under
noodle for a goal!

million points!

U5/6 Lesson Plans
Week 4 April 29th
*Note for this age group, do not worry about “defending” but the idea of the other team has the ball,
now what do we do? These activities are more geared towards “transitioning” from attack to defense
which is a major step in this age of their development.
Theme: Uh-Oh, the other
team has the ball!

Character Theme:
“110%” (do your best)

Soccer Theme:
Best Defender

Warm-up: “Change”

1st Activity: Musical Balls

2nd Activity: Cross the river!

All players have a ball and dribbles a
ball. When coach says “change” then
go to a new ball.

Same as the warm up except have one
or two fewer balls. When change is
called, players try to find a free ball.

Players try to dribble across the
“river” while “alligators” try to steal
their ball. Player switches with
alligators if their ball gets stolen.

Character Activity: “Do your
best”
Ball over head! Each player has a

ball. Coach says a body part. When
body part is called players touch that
body part (like simon says). When
coach says “ball” players reach down
and grab their ball and hold it over
their head. See who can be the first to
do it. Encourage others to do your best
even though you didn’t finish first.

4th Activity: Capture the flag!

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Two teams. Make an endzone for each
team to “protect”. For fun, put a “flag”
or something to represent a flag in
each endzone. Players are trying to
dribble a ball into the other team’s
endzone and capture the flag! Try
using two balls at first then progress to
one.

One ball-no goal keepers.

U5/6 Lesson Plans
Week 5 May 13

Theme: Push Pass

Character Theme:
Teamwork/Teammate

Soccer Theme:
Best Shot/Goal

Warm-up: Retrieval in pairs

1st Activity: Pac-Man

2nd Activity: Hit the Marble!

Players pair up. Coach tosses ball and
has players bring ball back in a variety
of methods. (four hands on ball, feet
only, passing to each other).

Small area is created. One player has a
ball and is “it”. They try and pass ball
and hit someone below the knee. If a
player gets hit then they get a ball and
join the “it” player.

Small area is created. Each player has
a ball. Coach rolls out a ball or a
“beach” ball. Players try to hit the ball
with a pass until it gets out of an area.

Character Activity: Teamwork

4th Activity: Boss of Balls

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Players share a ball. Players are asked
to pass the ball with their teammate
but keep it away from the coach. Stop
and show them how when you come to
someone with a ball that they need
someone to come and help them. Note:
Make this activity very short. End
with a discussion on what a teammate
is and why we need them.

The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
When ball goes out the coach
plays in a new ball. They get a
point if they pass the ball to a
teammate.

One ball-no goal keepers.

U5/6 Lessons
Week 6 May 20
“Coaches Choice” this last week, the coach selects a player or two that has yet to be recognized.
Theme: Playing with a
teammate

Character Theme:
Anti-Bullying (Be Nice)

Soccer Theme:
Coaches Choice

Warm-up: Retrieval in pairs

1st Activity: Gates

2nd Activity: Troll in Gates

Players pair up. Coach tosses ball and
has players bring ball back in a variety
of methods. (four hands on ball, feet
only, passing to each other).

Players get with a teammate. Each
pair try to pass the ball between as
many gates as possible. Make it a
competition but also stress working
together.

Same as 1st activity except the coach
and assistant coach are “trolls”. The
“trolls” walk around and periodically
stand in a gate. If a troll is in a gate,
the two players have to go to a new
gate.

Character Activity: Be Nice!

4th Activity: Boss of Balls

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

2v2 Game-Two teams. Play until ball
goes out. When ball goes out, a new
pair comes on the field. The idea is for
players to say nice things and
encouragement for their teammates
and opponent.

The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
When ball goes out the coach
plays in a new ball. They get a
point if they pass the ball to a
teammate.

One ball-no goal keepers.

U7/8
Week 1 April 8th

Theme: Dribbling with the
head up

Warm Up: Retrieval

Character Theme:
Respect

Soccer Theme:
Best Dribbler

1st Activity: Gates

2nd Activity: Dribble to safety!

Players all dribble through a gate.
Each time they dribble they receive a
point.

Every player has a ball except one.
The one player tries to steal a ball
away from a player that has a ball.
Players are “safe” if they get inside a
square. Players must leave the square
if another player comes into their
square or three seconds.

Character Activity: Respect

4th Activity: Boss of Balls

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

2v2 Game-Two teams. Play until ball
goes out. Before the game, however,
have the two teams shake hands. Take
a moment to tell teach them about
respect.

The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
4v4 is preferred. When ball
goes out the coach plays in a
new ball. They get a point if
they pass the ball to a
teammate.

One ball-no goal keepers.

Coach tosses each players ball. Players
bring the ball back in a variety of ways.
The final way is by dribbling. While
they are dribbling the ball, the coach is
walking away. They can only stop
dribbling when you stop walking and
they are next to you. This variation
teaches them to get their heads up
while dribbling.

U7/8
Week 2 April 15th
Theme: Dribbling to beat an
opponent

Warm Up: Yard Dribble
Coach spreads out vests, cones, old
towels, etc. Every player has a ball.
Players dribble to the vests on ground,
make a move, go around, etc. and then
return to their starting vest. Who can
come up with a move?

Character Theme:
Integrity

Soccer Theme:
Creative Dribbler

1st Activity: 1v1 to one ball

2nd Activity: Cross The River

Players play 1v1 against each other.
They play with one ball while the other
ball is the goal.

Players try to dribble across the
“river” while “alligators” try to steal
their ball. Player switches with
alligators if their ball gets stolen.

Character Activity: Integrity

4th Activity: Capture the flag!

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Dribble Tag-Everybody’s it. Every
player has a ball and keep track of the
number of people they tag. Tell them
to be honest with their answers. Have
a little q and a on “honesty” while it is
always right to be honest.

Two teams. Make an endzone for each
team to “protect”. For fun, put a “flag”
or something to represent a flag in
each endzone. Players are trying to
dribble a ball into the other team’s
endzone and capture the flag! Try
using two balls at first then progress to
one.

One ball-no goal keepers.

U7/8
Week 3 April 22nd

Theme: Passing with a
teammate
(my teammate and I)

Character Theme:
Sportsmanship

Soccer Theme:
Best Passer

Warm Up: Retrieval in pairs

1st Activity: Gates

2nd Activity: Storm the Castle

Players pair up. Coach tosses ball and
has players bring ball back in a variety
of methods. (four hands on ball, feet
only, passing to each other).

Players get with a teammate. Each
pair try to pass the ball between as
many gates as possible. Make it a
competition but also stress working
together.

This is a small sided game of 3-4
players each. Each team has objects to
try and knock down. When they are
successful they get a point. The team
with the most points wins.

Character Activity: “Bikini
Bottom” (sportsmanship)

4th Activity: Corner Goals

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Divide players into two equal teams.
Make diagonal goals with flags or
cones in each corner of the field. When
a goal is scored or the ball goes out of
bounds, the coach plays in a new ball
to keep the game flowing. The object of
the game is to score through any of the
4 corner goals by passing or shooting.

One ball-no goal keepers.

Each player has a ball and stands on
an endline. Players pass the ball one
at a time. The object is to pass their
ball and get their ball as close to a line
without going past it. They only get 1
touch! If it does it is in Bikini Bottom.
When a player is about ready to pass
their ball, players are shouting
encouragement. Take a moment to
discuss why it is better to be positive
as oppose to being negative. Be a good
sport!

U7/8
Week 4 April 29th
Theme: They have the ball!

Character Theme:
110%

Soccer Theme:
Best Defender

Warm-up: “Change”

1st Activity: Musical Balls

2nd Activity: Cross the river!

All players have a ball and dribbles a
ball. When coach says “change” then
go to a new ball.

Same as the warm up except have one
or two fewer balls. When change is
called, players try to find a free ball.

Players try to dribble across the
“river” while “alligators” try to steal
their ball. Player switches with
alligators if their ball gets stolen.
Stress individual defending.

Character Activity: “Do your
best”
Juggling-see who can do the
most? Start with: thigh-catch,
foot-catch, thigh-foot-catch, etc.

4th Activity: Capture the flag!

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Two teams. Make an endzone for each
team to “protect”. For fun, put a “flag”
or something to represent a flag in
each endzone. Players are trying to
dribble a ball into the other team’s
endzone and capture the flag! Try
using two balls at first then progress to
one. Stress defending!

One ball-no goal keepers.

U7/8
Week 5 May 13
Theme: Finishing

Character Theme:
Teamwork

Soccer Theme:
Best Shot or Goal

Warm-up: Strike Buddies

1st Activity: Goal to Goal

Players “buddy” up. One player has
ball, and gets down on knee(s). They
roll the ball to their buddy who then
strikes the ball back. The player who
struck the ball then goes to another
player who has a ball and repeats.
Switch after 1 minute.

Players get approximately 8-10 yards
away from each other and make a goal.
They try to score against their partner.
The partner opposite must stay in
between the two cones. The player
shooting the ball has only two touches
to score. If shooting player misses
then it is the other player’s turn.

Character Activity: “More to
score”

4th Activity: Goals Galore

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Coach always has more than one ball
in play.

One ball-no goal keepers.

Play a small sided game. The purpose
is to see which team can get more of
their players to score goals. This
should foster teamwork.

2nd Activity: Moving Goals
Coach and Asst. walk around with pool
noodle. Players are in pairs and shoot
ball under noodle for a goal!.

U7/8
Week 6 May 20
Theme: Playing in small
groups

Character Theme:
Anti-Bullying

Soccer Theme:
Coaches Choice

Warm-Up: Bridges

1st Activity: World Cup

Players get with a partner. One player
has a ball, the other does not. The
player without the ball goes and stands
with their legs apart. The player with
the ball dribbles around and then
passes the ball between the standing
player’s legs. Standing players are
allowed to, after a period of time, criss
cross (like a jumping jack) to make it
more challenging.

Three teams of 2. One team of 2 are

Character Activity: Anti-Bullying

4th Activity: Corner Goals

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

“Play a small sided game. The main

Divide players into two equal teams.
Make diagonal goals with flags or
cones in each corner of the field. When
a goal is scored or the ball goes out of
bounds, the coach plays in a new ball
to keep the game flowing. The object of
the game is to score through any of the
4 corner goals by passing or shooting.

One ball-no goal keepers.

difference though is that a coach has a
ball that has a “Anti-bullying” sign all
over the ball. The ball can even be a
beach ball with different words
(positive and negative) on the panels.

goalkeepers in a small goal. The other
two pairs play 2v2 against each other.

2nd Activity: “Bags”
Two teams. Use bags as goals. Two
teams can score and hit any bag.

The winning team stays on the field or
you can just play a round robin to see
which pair scores the most goals.

9/10
Week 1 April 8th

Theme: Dribbling with the
head up

Character Theme:
Respect

Soccer Theme:
Best Dribbler

Warm Up: Spatial Awareness

1st Activity: Hospital Tag

2nd Activity: 3v1 (Box)

All players have a ball. Players dribble

All players have a ball. Everyone is
“it”. Players try to tag others. Order
they must tag in are arm-other armknee. If someone gets tagged in their
knee (third tag) then they go out and
do 10 touchups and come back in to
start tagging again.

Three players have a ball. One player
does not. All four players are in a
10x10 box. The player without the ball
tries to steal a ball away from one of
the other three. If a player gets their
ball stolen they they try to steal
someone else’s ball. Can the players
now “create” space?

Character Activity: Respect

4th Activity: Boss of Balls

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

2v2 Game-Two teams. Play until ball
goes out. Before the game, however,
have the two teams shake hands. Take
a moment to tell teach them about
respect.

The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
4v4 is preferred. When ball
goes out the coach plays in a
new ball.

around area. When coach says “stop”
they are asked to be 10 feet away from
anyone else. Vary the lengths that
they can be away. Stress getting their
heads up to find space.

4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U9/10
Week 2 April 15th
Theme: Dribbling to beat an
opponent

Warm Up: Yard Dribble
Coach spreads out vests, cones, old
towels, etc. Every player has a ball.
Players dribble to the vests on ground,
make a move, go around, etc. and then
return to their starting vest. Who can
come up with a move? How many
different moves as a team can we come
up with?

Character Theme:
Integrity

1st Activity: 1v1 to one ball

2nd Activity: Cross The River

Players play 1v1 against each other.
They play with one ball while the other
ball is the goal.

Players try to dribble across the

4th Activity: “Bank”

“21”

Two teams of 4v4 and up. Make an
endzone for each team to “protect”.
Each team is trying to dribble the ball
into the other team’s endzone. When
this occurs the team that scores then
goes back and gets another ball from
their own endzone (make it-take it).
The team that has the most amount of
balls in the other team’s endzone wins.

share a ball. The object is to get 21
passes in a row. All passes have to be
one touch. The first team that gets
finished wins. Because it is a
competition you can stress the
importance of being honest in
counting.

“river” while “alligators” try to steal
their ball. Player switches with
alligators if their ball gets stolen.

Character Activity: Integrity
Players partner up with someone and

Soccer Theme:
Creative Dribbler

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U9/10
Week 3 April 22nd

Theme: Passing with a
teammate
(my teammate and I)

Character Theme:
Sportsmanship

Soccer Theme:
Best Passer

Warm Up: Paint The Square

1st Activity: Partner Tag

2nd Activity: Storm the Castle

Players partner up with someone and

Players are in pairs and share one ball.

share a ball. The object is to pass the

Two players are “it” and share a vest,

ball to their partner but to try and

pool noodle, etc. They must stay

“paint” the square (marked by cones)

together and try to tag someone who

This is a small sided game of 3-4
players each. Each team has objects to
try and knock down. When they are
successful they get a point. The team
with the most points wins.

with their passes. Work on passing

has a ball. If a player gets tagged then

and receiving!

he/she and their partner become “it”
and the “it” players get their ball.

Character Activity:
“Frienenemies”
Two players at first start passing
around. When coach says “enemies”
the person that has the ball tries to
keep it. The other person tries to steal
it away. When coach says “friends”
they go back to passing again. Discuss
the importance of sportsmanship after
the activity.

4th Activity: Outside Goals (4v4)
Divide players into two equal teams.
Play a normal game except the goals
are outside the playing area. The only
way to score is to pass the ball from
inside the area into the outside goals.
The ball must be on the ground to
count.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U9/10
Week 4 April 29th
Theme: They have the ball!
Winning the ball back!

Character Theme:
110%

Soccer Theme:
Best Defender

Warm-up: “Change”

1st Activity: 1v1 to one ball

2nd Activity: 3v3 to 3 goals

All players have a ball and dribbles a
ball. When coach says “change” then
go to a new ball.

Players play 1v1 against each other.
They play with one ball while the other
ball is the goal.

Two teams of 3. Each team has 3 goals

Character Activity: “Do your
best”

4th Activity: Target Game

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Juggling-see who can do the
most? Start with: thigh-catch,
foot-catch, thigh-foot-catch, etc.

player and tries to get the ball to the

to score on and 3 goals to protect.
Work on small group defending.

4v4 game. Each team defends a target
other. Work on small group defending
principles.

4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U9/10
Week 5 May 13
Theme: Finishing

Character Theme:
Teamwork

Soccer Theme:
Best Shot or Goal

Warm-up: Strike Buddies

1st Activity: Goal to Goal

2nd Activity: World Cup

Players “buddy” up. One player has
ball, and gets down on knee(s). They
roll the ball to their buddy who then
strikes the ball back. The player who
struck the ball then goes to another
player who has a ball and repeats.
Switch after 1 minute.

Players get approximately 8-10 yards
away from each other and make a goal.
They try to score against their partner.
The partner opposite must stay in
between the two cones. The player
shooting the ball has only two touches
to score. If shooting player misses
then it is the other player’s turn.

Three teams of 2. Each team is a
country/MLS team, etc. One team of 2
split up and are goal keepers. The
other two teams play 2v2 against each
other. Play for time and winner stays
or play a round robin.

Character Activity: “More to
score”

4th Activity: Goals Galore

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Play a small sided game. The purpose
is to see which team can get more of
their players to score goals. This
should foster teamwork.

Coach always has more than one ball
in play.

4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U9/10
Week 6 May 20
Theme: Playing in small
groups

Character Theme:
Anti-Bullying

Warm-Up: Retrieval in Groups

1st Activity: Last player back

Players get into groups of 4-5 players.
Coach tosses ball and has the group
bring back the ball in a variety of ways.

that the last player back must be a

Soccer Theme:
Coaches Choice

2nd Activity: “Bags”

Groups of 3. Play 3v3 but put in a rule
goalie making the game a 3v2 . Note

Two teams. Use bags as goals. Two
teams can score and hit any bag.

the diagram shows groups of 4.

Character Activity: Anti-Bullying

4th Activity: All up and back

“Play a small sided game. The main

Play a small sided game. The only rule

difference though is that a coach has a
ball that has a “Anti-bullying” sign all
over the ball. The ball can even be a
beach ball with different words
(positive and negative) on the panels.

is that before a shot can be taken the
players from the attacking team has to
be in the attacking half. They need to
move up together as a group.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 1 April 8th

Theme: Dribbling with the
head up

Character Theme:
Respect

Soccer Theme:
Best Dribbler

Warm Up: Spatial Awareness

1st Activity: Hospital Tag

2nd Activity: 3v1 (Box)

All players have a ball. Players dribble

All players have a ball. Everyone is
“it”. Players try to tag others. Order
they must tag in are arm-other armknee. If someone gets tagged in their
knee (third tag) then they go out and
do 10 touchups and come back in to
start tagging again.

Three players have a ball. One player
does not. All four players are in a
10x10 box. The player without the ball
tries to steal a ball away from one of
the other three. If a player gets their
ball stolen they they try to steal
someone else’s ball. Can the players
now “create” space?

Character Activity: Respect

4th Activity: Boss of Balls

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

2v2 Game-Two teams. Play until ball
goes out. Before the game, however,
have the two teams shake hands. Take
a moment to tell teach them about
respect.

The coach has a pile of balls.
Players play small sided game.
4v4 is preferred. When ball
goes out the coach plays in a
new ball.

around area. When coach says “stop”
they are asked to be 10 feet away from
anyone else. Vary the lengths that
they can be away. Stress getting their
heads up to find space.

4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 2 April 15th
Theme: Dribbling to beat an
opponent

Warm Up: Yard Dribble
Coach spreads out vests, cones, old
towels, etc. Every player has a ball.
Players dribble to the vests on ground,
make a move, go around, etc. and then
return to their starting vest. Who can
come up with a move? How many
different moves as a team can we come
up with?

Character Theme:
Integrity

1st Activity: 1v1 to one ball

2nd Activity: Cross The River

Players play 1v1 against each other.
They play with one ball while the other
ball is the goal.

Players try to dribble across the

4th Activity: “Bank”

“21”

Two teams of 4v4 and up. Make an
endzone for each team to “protect”.
Each team is trying to dribble the ball
into the other team’s endzone. When
this occurs the team that scores then
goes back and gets another ball from
their own endzone (make it-take it).
The team that has the most amount of
balls in the other team’s endzone wins.

share a ball. The object is to get 21
passes in a row. All passes have to be
one touch. The first team that gets
finished wins. Because it is a
competition you can stress the
importance of being honest in
counting.

“river” while “alligators” try to steal
their ball. Player switches with
alligators if their ball gets stolen.

Character Activity: Integrity
Players partner up with someone and

Soccer Theme:
Creative Dribbler

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 3 April 22nd

Theme: Passing with a
teammate
(my teammate and I)

Character Theme:
Sportsmanship

Soccer Theme:
Best Passer

Warm Up: Bulldog

1st Activity: Partner Tag

2nd Activity: Barrell Ball

Make a small area with cones. To start

Players are in pairs and share one ball.

three to four players share one ball.

Two players are “it” and share a vest,

They are “it”.The objective is to pass

pool noodle, etc. They must stay

the ball and hit one of the other

together and try to tag someone who

players below the knee. If a player gets

has a ball. If a player gets tagged then

Small sided game. Put an object like a
barrell, big bag, etc. in the middle. Put
some cones around the object and
make it a no entry zone. Each team is
trying to hit the barrell/object with the
ball.

hit then they join the team that is “it”.

he/she and their partner become “it”

Work on passing and receiving.

and the “it” players get their ball.

Character Activity:

4th Activity: Outside Goals (4v4)

“Rock-Paper-Scissors”

Divide players into two equal teams.
Play a normal game except the goals
are outside the playing area. The only
way to score is to pass the ball from
inside the area into the outside goals.
The ball must be on the ground to
count.

Two players stand face to face with a
ball in between. They play the normal
game of rock-paper-scissors. Whoever
wins that game gets the right to kick
the ball. A point is scored when the
winning player kicks the ball and hits
the player below the knee. The player
that lost r-p-s tries to avoid being hit.
If they are successful then they get a
point. Ask players to display good
sportsmanship throughout.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 4 April 29th
Theme: They have the ball!
Winning the ball back!

Character Theme:
110%

Soccer Theme:
Best Defender

Warm-up: “Change”

1st Activity: 1v1 to small goals

2nd Activity: 3v3 to 3 goals

All players have a ball and dribbles a
ball. When coach says “change” then
go to a new ball.

Players play 1v1 against each other.
One player attacks the small goal.
When ball goes across the other team’s
endline a player from the other team
then dribbles on to the field. The
player that lost the ball or scored now
defends.

Two teams of 3. Each team has 3 goals

Character Activity: “Do your
best”

4th Activity: Target Game

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Juggling-see who can do the
most? Start with: thigh-catch,
foot-catch, thigh-foot-catch, etc.
Try different challenges.

player and tries to get the ball to the

to score on and 3 goals to protect.
Work on small group defending.

4v4 game. Each team defends a target
other. Work on small group defending
principles.

4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 5 May 13
Theme: Finishing

Warm-up: Circle Warm up
Half of the players with a ball, half
without. The players with a ball go on
the outside and make a circle. The
players in middle go to any player on
outside and receive a tossed ball and
then strike it back. They then go to a
new player. Continue and switch after
a minute or two. Give them different
challenges.

Character Activity: “More to
score”
Play a small sided game. The purpose
is to see which team can get more of
their players to score goals. This
should foster teamwork.

Character Theme:
Teamwork

1st Activity: World Cup
Three teams of 2. Each team is a
country/MLS team, etc. One team of 2
split up and are goal keepers. The
other two teams play 2v2 against each
other. Play for time and winner stays
or play a round robin.

4th Activity: Half court soccer.
Two teams. Play to one goal. When
defending team wins the ball back,
they have to take the ball back to a
designated line. Make goals behind the
take back line worth 2-3 points. Goals
inside worth 1.

Soccer Theme:
Best Shot or Goal

2nd Activity: Goals Galore
Coach always has more than one ball
in play.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

U11/12
Week 6 May 20
Theme: Playing in small
groups

Character Theme:
Anti-Bullying

Warm-Up: Retrieval in Groups

1st Activity: Last player back

Players get into groups of 4-5 players.
Coach tosses ball and has the group
bring back the ball in a variety of ways.

that the last player back must be a

Soccer Theme:
Coaches Choice

2nd Activity: “Bags”

Groups of 3. Play 3v3 but put in a rule
goalie making the game a 3v2 . Note

Two teams. Use bags as goals. Two
teams can score and hit any bag.

the diagram shows groups of 4.

Character Activity: Anti-Bullying

4th Activity: All up and back

“Play a small sided game. The main

Play a small sided game. The only rule

difference though is that a coach has a
ball that has a “Anti-bullying” sign all
over the ball. The ball can even be a
beach ball with different words
(positive and negative) on the panels.

is that before a shot can be taken the
players from the attacking team has to
be in the attacking half. They need to
move up together as a group.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

13/14
Week 1 April 8
Theme: Dribbling with the head up

Soccer Theme: Best Dribbler

Warm-Up: Spatial Awareness

1st Activity: Knock Away

Instruct the players to dribble and stay away from
each other. After a short bit stop players and see if
the group is equally spread out around the grid.

knock someone else’s ball away. They also have to protect

Everyone has a ball. On coaches command players try to
their ball. If a player has their ball knocked away they need
to chase it. If it stops then they have a fun “punishment”. If
it doesn’t stop then there is no punishment.

2nd Activity: Endzone Game

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Divide players into groups of 3./4 Play 3v3/4v4
inside a grid of about 25x20. A team gets a point if
they can dribble to the endline and stop the ball.

Divide players into groups of 3./4 Play 3v3/4v4
inside a grid of about 25x20. Keep the space small so
players get more touches and are forced to dribble.

U13/14
Week 2 April 15
Theme: Passing for a purpose

Warm-Up: Checkout
Players partner up and share a ball. Players pass and
move in an area. After a player passes they have to
“checkout” which means that they run around a cone
and then come back on the field. The player with the
ball keeps dribbling until their partner comes back on
the field and then they pass the ball to them and
move.

Soccer Theme: Best Passer

1st Activity: 4v2 Keepaway
4 play against 2 keep away. When the 2 defenders win the
ball, they try to get out of the square by either dribbling or
passing. A point is scored whenever the 4 players pass
successfully without the 2 defenders winning the ball.
Switch defenders after 2 minutes so every one gets a turn.
Bonus point is scored when they pass the ball between
(split) the 2 defenders.

2nd Activity: SSG to targets

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

4v4 game. Each team defends a target player and tries to

Divide players into groups of 4-6 players with goal
keepers.

get the ball to the other. Work on the idea of getting the ball
forward but controlled pass to the target.

U13/14
Week 3 April 22
Theme: We have the ball

Warm Up: Bulldog

Soccer Theme: Best First Touch

1st Activity: “Bags”

Make a small area with cones. To start three to four players
share one ball. They are “it”.The objective is to pass the ball
and hit one of the other players below the knee. If a player

Two teams. Use bags as goals. Two teams can score and
hit any bag.

gets hit then they join the team that is “it”. Work on passing
and receiving.

2nd Activity: Barrell Ball

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Small sided game. Put an object like a barrell, big bag, etc.
in the middle. Put some cones around the object and make
it a no entry zone. Each team is trying to hit the barrell/
object with the ball.

Divide players into groups of 4-6 players with goal
keepers.

U13/14
Week 4 April 29
Theme: They have the ball

Soccer Theme: Best Defender

Warm Up: Pressure, Steal Ground, or Deny

1st Activity: 3v3 to 3 goals

Players partner up and pass the ball back and forth to each

Two teams of 3-5. Each team has 3 goals to score on and 3

other. At any moment one person will stop the ball. That is

goals to protect. Work on small group defending.

a cue for the other player to apply pressure. Progress to
player allowing the ball to go through legs. That is a cue for
the other player to run and get the ball (steal ground).
Progress to a player stepping on ball and turning. That is a
cue for player to close down and deny turn. Finally let the
player stopping the ball decide which of the three to do.

2nd Activity: Target Game

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

4v4 game. Each team defends a target player and tries to

Divide players into groups of 4-6 players with goal
keepers.

get the ball to the other. Work on small group defending
principles.

U13/14
Week 5 May 13
Theme: Playing in small groups

Soccer Theme: Coaches Choice

Warm-up: Circle Warm up

1st Activity-Get outta here!

Half of the players with a ball, half without. The players
with a ball go on the outside and make a circle. The players
in middle go to any player on outside and receive a tossed
ball and then strike it back. They then go to a new player.
Continue and switch after a minute or two. Give them
different challenges.

2v2 Game-Two teams. Play until ball goes out. When ball
goes out, a new pair comes on the field.

2nd Activity: Half court soccer.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Two teams. Play to one goal. When defending team wins
the ball back, they have to take the ball back to a designated
line. Make goals behind the take back line worth 2-3 points.
Goals inside worth 1.

Divide players into groups of 4-6 players with goal
keepers.

U13/14
Week 6 May 20
Theme: Playing in small groups

Soccer Theme: Coaches Choice

Warm Up: Bulldog

1st Activity: Last player back

Make a small area with cones. To start three to four players

Groups of 3. Play 3v3 but put in a rule that the last player

share one ball. They are “it”.The objective is to pass the ball

back must be a goalie making the game a 3v2 . Note the

and hit one of the other players below the knee. If a player

diagram shows groups of 4.

gets hit then they join the team that is “it”. Work on passing
and receiving.

2nd Activity: All up and back

Final Activity: Small Sided Game

Play a small sided game. The only rule is that before a shot

Divide players into groups of 4-6 players with goal
keepers.

can be taken the players from the attacking team has to be
in the attacking half. They need to move up together as a
group.

